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Getting Started
This guide is used during theOracle UtilitiesOpower launch process to provide product
design information, collect utility configuration preferences for the products being launched,
and track the finalization of these preferences. The preferences are then used to set up your
Oracle UtilitiesOpower products and platform. This guide focuses on configuration
preferences for Email Home EnergyReport v3.

Note: Once submitted to Oracle Utilities, all utility inputs recorded in the configuration
guides are final and cannot bemodified. Ensure that all configuration inputs are
accurate before submitting them.

Product Overview
Email Home EnergyReports v3 are communications sent through the email channel to
engage utility customers about their home energy use. The reports provide a new,
modernized experience with bold colors, a varied layout, and data-driven insights targeted to
specific customer attributes. It includes new and enhanced features such as the Efficiency
Zone normative comparison, EnergyUse Benchmark performance summary, and energy
disaggregation-based insights and tips about the customer'smajor energy end-use
categories, such as heating, cooling, and appliances.

The goals of the product are to give customers actionable insights about their energy and
motivate them to lower their usage.

Disclaimers
Your utilitymight not have all the products or features described in this document. Contact
your Delivery Team if you have questions.

Report Types
Email Home EnergyReports v3 implement several report typeswith different layouts and
modules that vary throughout the year to provide customerswith a dynamic experience. The
report types are designed to construct a story for the customer to follow as they learn about
their energy use. Some report modules are common to all report types, while others only
appear in a specific report type. The available report types include:

n ProgressReport
n Promotion Report
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n WelcomeReport
n Limited IncomeReport
n Seasonal Report
n Time of Use Report
n Annual Report
n Solar Report
n Electric Vehicle Report

Progress Report
The ProgressReport uses insights and various energy saving tips tomotivate customers to
maintain or improve their energy efficiency. The design of the report leverages behavioral
science techniques such as normative comparison, curiosity, and anchoring to help
customers stay engaged with their report experience over time. The EnergyUse
Benchmark, neighbor comparison, context-aware tips, andmarketingmodule promotion
features are designed to help the customer save energy.
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Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use. It provides
new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific customer attributes
and utility goals. Go to the individualmodule page for more details on the user experience.

The ProgressReport includes the followingmodules:

n Subject Line (Not Depicted)
n Header
n Energy Benchmark
n Three-bar Neighbor Comparison or Efficiency Zone
n ProgressReport Tips
n Mini HomeEnergy Analysis
n Customer Feedback
n Footer

Promotion Report
The Promotion Report offers customers personalized insights about specific end-uses in
their home in order to motivate them to take advantage of a utility-offered promotion. This
report type leveragesOracle UtilitiesOpower disaggregation capabilities to facilitate
customer adoption of more efficient devices, appliances, and deep home retrofits.
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The report experience is determined by the promotion type selected by the utility. Oracle
UtilitiesOpower workswith the utility to select the promotion theywish to run based on
available disaggregation insights. Possible report states include:

Customer’s Top End Use Category: The utility selects the end use category to focus on for
themain insight and promotion at the top of the email. In this case, the selected end use is
the customer’s largest end use.

Utility Preferred Category: The utility selects the end use category to focus on for themain
insight and promotion at the top of the email. This is not the customer’s largest end use.

Heating and Cooling Combined - Top Use: Heating and cooling categories are combined
and are the focus of themain insight and promotion at the top of the email. These end uses
are the customer’s largest end uses for last year.

Heating and Cooling Combined – Utility Preferred: Heating and cooling categories are
combined and are the focus of themain insight and promotion. These end uses are not the
customer’s largest end uses for the last year.

Promotion Report Modules

The Promotion Report type is built with a predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use, and to
promote specific offerings and tips for them to act upon. Go to the individualmodule page for
more details about the user experience.

The Promotion Report includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

DisaggregationMain Insight

Promotion Report Tips

PromotionModule

Customer Feedback

Marketing Module

Footer

Welcome Report
TheWelcomeReport introduces new and legacy Email Home EnergyReport recipients to
the v3 experience. TheWelcomeReport structure builds off ProgressReport and includes
an additionalWelcomemodule at the top of the report that varies slightly depending on
whether the customer is a new or legacy customer.
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New customers: Customers that have never received an Email Home EnergyReport
before are considered new customers. A welcomemodule that introduces them to report
experience and insights is included at the top of their WelcomeReport.

Legacy customers: Customers that have received an earlier version of the HomeEnergy
Report are considered legacy customers. A welcomemodule at the top of theWelcome
Report acknowledges how the report has changed to include energy use at a glance, the
Efficiency Zonemodule, and improved tips and insights. The new items are numbered, and
corresponding numbers that highlight the new modules and insights appear in the email in
the upper-right corner of themodules.
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New Customer Legacy Customer
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Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use. It provides
new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific customer attributes
and utility goals. Go to the individualmodule page for more details on the user experience.

TheWelcomeReport includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Welcome

Energy Benchmark

Efficiency Zone or Neighbor Comparison

WelcomeReport Tips

Mini HomeEnergy Analysis

Customer Feedback

Footer

Limited Income Report
The Limited IncomeReport educates limited income customers about ways to bemore
energy efficient and presents opportunities for them to reduce their immediate and future
bills. While the overall goal is to encourage energy efficiency, the report includes features
that acknowledge the unique circumstances and needs of limited income customers. There
are two types of reports:

n Limited IncomeWelcomeReport
n Limited Income ProgressReport

Limited IncomeWelcomeReport

The Limited IncomeWelcomeReport is the first report a new or legacy limited income
customer receives as part of their Home Energy Report v3 program experience. The report
varies slightly depending on whether the customer is a new or legacy customer.

Legacy customers: Customers that have received earlier versions reports in the past are
considered legacy customers. TheWelcomeReport acknowledges how the report
experience has changed.
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New customers: Customers that have never received a HomeEnergyReport are
considered new customers. TheWelcomeReport introduces new customers to their report
insights.
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New Customer Legacy Customer
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Note: New customers does not include customerswhomove from one audience
segment to another.

See the individual report modules for more information about how the experience varies by
module.

Limited Income ProgressReport

The Limited Income ProgressReport is focused on general energy efficiency andmoney
saving goals for limited income customers.
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See the individual report modules for more information about how the experience varies by
module.

Limited IncomeReport Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
designed to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use. It provides new
experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific customer attributes and
utility goals. Go to the individualmodule page for more details on the user experience.

Limited IncomeWelcomeReport Modules

Themodules included in the Limited IncomeWelcomeReport vary depending on whether
the customer is a new or legacy customer.

The Limited IncomeWelcomeReport includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Welcome

EnergyUse Benchmark

Efficiency Zone or Neighbor Comparison

What UsesMost

Paired Tips

Mini HomeEnergy Analysis

Footer

Limited Income ProgressReport Modules

The Limited Income ProgressReport includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Energy Benchmark

Efficiency Zone or Neighbor Comparison

What UsesMost

Paired Tip

Mini HomeEnergy Analysis
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MarketingModule (Not Depicted)

Footer

Seasonal Report
The Seasonal Report is designed tomotivate customers to reduce their energy use in time
leading up to the extremeweather seasons of summer and winter. The summer version of
the Seasonal Report focuses on cooling use since cooling has the largest impact on the
summer utility bills. The winter version of the Seasonal Report focuses on heating since
heating has the largest impact on the winter bills. The reports are sent before the start of the
season to help the customer prepare and plan for the season ahead. The report provides
specific tips and actions customers can take to lower their heating or cooling use, and a
recommended thermostat adjustment that is unique to the seasonal report.
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Summer Seasonal Winter Seasonal
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See the individual report modules for more information about how the experience varies by
module.

Seasonal Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
that have been carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy
use. It provides new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific
customer attributes and utility goals. See the individualmodule pages for more details on the
user experience.

The Seasonal Report includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Seasonal Breakout

Seasonal Normative Comparison

Thermostat Adjustment

Seasonal Report Tips

Seasonal Home Energy Analysis

Customer Feedback

Footer

Time of Use Report
The Time of Use Report provides customers on a time of use energy plan with a email report
experience that is focused on overall energy savings and rate education. The Time of Use
Report experience includes the following report types:

Time of Use Welcome Report: The Time of UseWelcome Report is the first report a
customer on a time of use plan receives. It welcomes the customer to the program and tells
themwhat they can expect from their reports.

Time of Use Progress Report: The Time of Use ProgressReport is focused on general
energy efficiency andmoney saving goals for customers on time of use plans.
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Time of Use Welcome Report Time of Use Progress Report
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See the individual report modules for more information about how the experience varies by
module.

Time of Use Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
that have been carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy
use. It provides new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific
customer attributes and utility goals. See the individualmodule pages for more details on the
user experience.

Time of Use Welcome Report

The Time of UseWelcomeReport includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Welcome

Efficiency Zone or Neighbor Comparison

Time of Use 101

Time of Use TipModules

Mini Home Energy Analysis

Customer Feedback

Footer

Time of Use Progress Report

The Time of Use ProgressReport includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

EnergyUse Benchmark

Efficiency Zone or Neighbor Comparison

Time of Use 101

Time of Use TipModules

Mini HomeEnergy Analysis

Footer
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Annual Report
The Annual Report educates the customer about their energy use in the previous calendar
year, and advises them on themost impactful actions that they can take to save energy and
money in the new year. It also includes a communitymessage that reminds the customer
that their efforts contribute to amassive collective impact.
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See the individual report modules for more information about how the experience varies by
module.

Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use. It provides
new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific customer attributes
and utility goals. Go to the individualmodule page for more details on the user experience.

The Annual Report includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Energy Benchmark

Efficiency Zone or Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison

Annual Secondary Insight

Annual Report Tips

Marketing Module

Footer

Solar Report
The Solar Report provides a personalized report experience that is focused on improving
energy savings behaviors and customer satisfaction for solar customers. The report takes
into account the impact of solar on the customer's energy use and acknowledges how their
solar use contributes to the public good.

There are two types of solar reports:

Solar Welcome Report: The welcome report is the first report a customer on a solar plan
receives. It introduces the customer to their solar-only neighbor comparison and tells them
what they can expect from subsequent reports.

Solar Progress Report: The progress report is focused on general energy efficiency and
money saving goals for solar customers.
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Solar Welcome Report Solar Progress Report
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Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use. It provides
new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific customer attributes
and utility goals. Go to the individualmodule page for more details on the user experience.

Solar Welcome Report

The Solar Welcome Report includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Welcome

Energy Benchmark

Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison

Solar Report Tips

Customer Feedback

Footer

Solar Progress Report

The Solar Progress Report includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Energy Benchmark

Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison

Solar Report Tips

Customer Feedback

Footer

Electric Vehicle Report
The Electric Vehicle Report provides electric vehicle customerswith a report experience that
takes into account the unique priorities of electric vehicle customers, and the impact that
electric vehicle charging has on their energy use. The report includes insights and
explanations that are specific to the electric vehicle customer experience, and encourages
customers to further enhance their report by completing the HomeEnergy Survey.
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Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy Efficiency

Scale No limitations.

Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing Frequency Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly.

Data Delivery
Frequency

Daily, monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly. Seemodule-specific
requirements.

Data Requirements n Hourly AMI data and insights.
n Electric vehicle confirmation.

Contact your Delivery Team for more information.

Data History Seemodule-specific requirements.

Data Coverage Seemodule-specific requirements.

Supported Fuels Electric-only and dual fuel.

Back to Top

Limitations

n Electric Vehicle Disaggregation Data: There are additional data requirements to show
advanced insights such as Electric Vehicle disaggregation. Contact your Delivery Team
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for more information.
n Efficiency Zone: The Efficiency Zone is not available for this report type.

Back to Top

User Experience
This section describes the Electric Vehicle Report. The report is built with a predefinedmix of
dynamic and staticmodules carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about
their energy use. It provides new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on
specific customer attributes and utility goals.

This image is an example of the Electric Vehicle Report user experience for an electric-only
fuel customer. Go to the individualmodule page for more details about the user experience.
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Back to Top

Report Modules
Email Home EnergyReport v3 is built with predefinedmix of dynamic and staticmodules
carefully crafted to tell customers a personalized story about their energy use. It provides
new experiences and insights that vary over time, depending on specific customer attributes
and utility goals. Go to the individualmodule page for more details on the user experience.

The Electric Vehicle Report includes the followingmodules:

Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Header

Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison

What Uses Most

Paired Tips

MarketingModules

Footer

Design and Configuration
TheOracle UtilitiesOpower platform allows for product configurations and customizations to
meet the needs of each utility. A configuration is a simple change that can bemadewith no
coding required. There are required configurations and optional configurations. A
customization is a change that requiresmore in-depth technical work, design, or coding to
alter the appearance or behavior of the product, or to create something new within the
product.

This guide only provides a summary of configuration options. Customization optionsmay be
available for your program at cost as anOracle UtilitiesOpower professional service offering.
Ask your Delivery Team how customization options could enhance your program.

Note: If an element is not listed as a configuration, you should assume that it cannot
be configured and would require a customization. Contact your Delivery Team if you
have questions about this process or would like tomake a customization request.
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Annual Secondary Insight
The Annual Secondary Insight provides customerswith an overview of their energy use
trends throughout the year. It includes a summary of their highest and lowest time periods by
season, month, and day of the week. The goal of thismodule is to provide the customer with
easily accessible insights about their annual use.

Appears in: Annual Report

Design
This image shows an example of themodule for an electric customer that receives an Annual
Report with 12months of data.
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Configuration Options

Configuration Option Input Value

Header

The heading draws the customer's attention tomodule as

Optional

Select one of the
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an a overview of their energy use trends throughout the
year.

Default:How you used [energy/gas] across the year

following:

n Use the default text.
n Contact your

Delivery Team
about altering the
text.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

No AMI Data

Dailymeter reads are required to include the day-of-the-week insight. If a customer does not
have AMI, the day-of-the-week insight is omitted.

Incomplete Seasonal Data

If a customer has incomplete seasonal data, the highest or lowest use season is estimated.

Incomplete Monthly Data

If a customer has incomplete data for a high or low month, the highest or lowest usemonth is
estimated.

Incomplete Monthly and Seasonal Data

If a customer has incomplete data for a high or low month and the high or low season, the
insights for at least two of the insight cards are estimated.

Back to Top

Customer Feedback
TheCustomer Feedbackmodule is an optionalmodule that can be included to solicit
feedback about the Email Home EnergyReport. It asks the customer how useful they found
the report, and provides the utility with a way to gather feedback that can be used to improve
the report experience. Themodule questions vary by report type.

Appears in: ProgressReport, Promotion Report, Seasonal Report, Time of Use Report,
Solar Report
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Design
This image shows an example of themodule that could appear in the ProgressReport,
Seasonal Report, Time of Use Report, and Solar Report.

This image shows an example of themodule in the Promotion Report.

Note: The User Feedbackmodule should be used nomore than once a quarter in the
Promotion Report. It should not be used with theMini Home Energy Analysismodule
to prevent competing calls to action.

Configuration Options

Configuration Option Input Value

Prompt

Utilitiesmay configure the prompt to reinforce the report
promotion. For example, "Is this heat pumpwater
promotion relevant to you?"

Default:

Progress report: "How useful was this email?"
Promotion module: "Is this promotion relevant to
you?"

Optional

n Use the default header.
n Contact your Delivery

Team about using the
specific promotion
configuration.
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User Experience Variations
There are no supported user experience variations.

Disaggregation Main Insight
TheDisaggregationMain Insight module uses personalized information about an end use in
the customer's home tomotivated them to take advantage of a utility promotion. The goal of
thismodule is to help customers understand their use in a specific end-use category where
they are usingmore than the regional average so that theymay feelmotivated to uptake the
promotion and subsequently reduce their energy use in that end-use category. Themodule
can be used to promote the customer's largest end use category, or the utilitymay select a
preferred end use category to reinforce the report promotion. Oracle UtilitiesOpower works
closely with the utility to createmarketingmodules that enhance the report experience.

Appears in: Promotion Report

Design
This image shows an example of the DisaggregationMain Insight module.
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Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Disclaimer

The disclaimer explains to the customer why the customer is
receiving the report.

Default:

"You were selected to receive this report because youmay be
usingmore than the regional average for this energy use
category. Numbers are approximate."

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery Team
about altering
the text.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending on their energy use, service types,
available data, costs, locale, and if the utility elects to promote an end use that is not the
customer's largest end use category.

Utility Preferred End Use

If the utility decides to promote an end use that is not the customers largest end use
category, the header introduces the categorymore generically as a place to save without
saying where it ranks in their overall use.

Back to Top

Energy Use Benchmark
The EnergyUse Benchmarkmodule provides a dynamic and personalized, at-a-glance
interpretation of the customer’s energy use. The Benchmark has three sections the indicate
overall customer status as it relates to their energy use:

n Fair
n Good
n Great

The customer's status on that gauge is determined by their performance relative to both
comparison points in the neighbor comparison.
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Note: The EnergyUse Benchmarkmodulemust be used in context with the Efficiency
Zone or the Neighbor Comparison.

Appears in: ProgressReport, Welcome Report, Limited IncomeReport, Annual Report,
Time of Use Report, Solar Report

Design
This image shows an example of the EnergyUse Benchmarkmodule.

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Benchmark Header

The heading notifies the customer that the benchmark gives
them an at-a-glance view of their energy use. It also includes
the customer's fuel type.

Default: "Your <fuel type variation> use at a glance."

Optional

Contact your
Delivery Team about
configuring the
benchmark header.

Color Labels

The benchmark has three potential states, and each

Optional

Choose one of the
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Configuration Option Input Value

corresponds to a color. The labels (Fair, Good, andGreat) are
configurable. However, the default labels and colors are
strongly recommended.

Default:

n Orange: Fair.Customer is usingmore than Similar
Homes.

n Yellow: Good.Customer is usingmore than Efficiency
Zone /Efficient Neighbors threshold, but less than Similar
Homes.

n Green: Great. Customer is using less than the Efficiency
Zone/Efficient Neighbors threshold.

following:

n Use the default
labels.

n Contact your
Delivery Team
about
configuring the
color labels.

Benchmark Copy

The copy below the gauge tells the customer how they can
leverage the report or recognizes a change in state.

Default:

The copy defaults vary by fuel type and the customer’s energy
use. Discuss the default language with your Service Delivery
Manager.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the default
labels.

n Contact your
Delivery Team
about
configuring the
benchmark
copy.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

Benchmark State

The copy below the gauge changes depending on the customer's current state and any
differences since their last report. Possible states include:

n Good state: Explains how to use the report.
n Low to higher use state: Helps the customer consider what may have changed.
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n High to lower use state: Congratulates the customer for lowering their use compared to
neighbors.

n Great state: Congratulates the customer for being efficient
n Fair state: Explains how to use the report
n Fuel Type The customer's fuel type is displayed in the header and benchmark copy,

"Your <fuel variation> use at a glance."
n Dual fuel: The benchmark header uses the term 'energy.'
n Electric-only: The benchmark header uses the term 'electricity' and the benchmark

copy uses the term 'energy.'
n Gas-only: The benchmark header uses the term 'gas.'

Welcome Report - Legacy Customers, Limited Income Report - Legacy Customers

A dog-ear corresponding to the "energy use at a glance" bullet of theWelcomemodule
appears in the upper right corner of the EnergyUse Benchmarkmodule.

Note: Dog-ear numbers do not appear in the Solar Report.

Annual Report

The Benchmarkmodule in Annual Report collates the customer’s energy usage data from all
available bill periods over the previous calendar year to provide an at-a-glance rating of their
usage. The EnergyUse Benchmarkmodule for the Annual Report includes the following
variations:

n Heading: The heading identifies the year being reported. For example, "Your 2021
energy use at a glance."

n Benchmark copy: The text below the benchmark has an annual focus that introduces
the customer to the goals of the report by acknowledging past and future actions. For
example, "Thanks for tracking your energy use with us. Let’s get you saving this year!"

Solar Report

The Benchmarkmodule in the Solar Report includes unique copy and logic for net negative
energy states experienced by solar customers. There are four energy states:

n Fair: Net energywas positive andmore than similar homes.
n Good: Net energywas positive and less than similar homes, net energywas negative

andmore than similar homes, or net energywas negative andmore than efficient
homes, but less than similar homes.

n Great: Net energywas positive or negative and an efficient home.
n State Change (Higher Use to Lower Use): Benchmark state has changed from Fair to

Good or Good to Great since the last report.
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Home Energy Analysis
TheHomeEnergy Analysismodules prompt the customer to answer simple questions about
their home attributes and energy habits to improve their report experience. The type of
module the customer receives varies by report type:

Mini Home Energy Analysis: TheMini HomeEnergy Analysis prompts the customer to
answer simple questions about their home attributes and energy habits fromwithin the
report. See theMini HomeEnergy Analysis for more information.

Seasonal Home Energy Analysis: The Seasonal HomeEnergy Analysis encourages
customers to complete the HomeEnergy Analysis in order to improve their report
experience, and includes a call to action button that redirects the customer to the Home
Energy Analysis in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement where they can complete the
full survey. See the Seasonal HomeEnergy Analysis for more information.

Mini Home Energy Analysis
TheMini HomeEnergy Analysismodule prompts the customer to answer simple questions
about their home attributes and energy habits fromwithin the Email Home EnergyReport
v3. Themodule creates an additional opportunity for customers to provide information that
can be used to improve their report experience regardless of whether they complete the full
Home Energy Analysis in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement.

Appears in: ProgressReport, Welcome Report, Limited IncomeReport, Time of Use
Report

Design
This image shows an example of theMini HomeEnergy Analysismodule.
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Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Mini Home Energy Analysis
Header

Default:Help us improve your
report

Optional

n Use the default header.
n Contact your Delivery Team about creating an

alternative header.

User Experience Variations
There are no supported user experience variations.

Seasonal Home Energy Analysis
The Seasonal HomeEnergy Analysismodule encourages customers to complete the Home
Energy Survey in order to improve their report experience specific to the seasonal report.
Themodule creates an additional opportunity for customers to provide information that can
be used to improve their report experience regardless of whether theycomplete the full
Home Energy Analysis in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement.

Appears in: Seasonal Report

Design
This image shows an example of the Seasonal HomeEnergy Analysismodule.
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Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Seasonal Home Energy
Analysis Header

Default:Help us improve your
report

Optional

n Use the default header.
n Contact your Delivery Team about creating an

alternative header.

User Experience Variations
There are no supported user experience variations.

Home Profile
TheHomeProfile highlights the customer's progress and reminds them of the impact of
completing the survey on their report insights. Themodule includes a list of known and
unknown home attributes, a percent complete wheel which displays how much of the
customer's HomeEnergy Analysis that is complete, and a link to the HomeEnergy Analysis.

Appears in: ProgressReport, WelcomeReport

Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy EfficiencyCloud Service

Scale Not applicable.
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Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing Frequency Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly.

Data Delivery Frequency Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly.

Data Requirements Not applicable.

Data History A minimumof one historical bill.

Data Coverage Not applicable.

Supported Fuels Electric-only, gas-only, dual fuel.

Back to Top

Limitations

n Progress and Welcome Report only: Thismodulemay only be used in theWelcome
and Progress reports.

n Welcome Report: Thismodulemay be used as a replacement for the HomeEnergy
Analysis in theWelcomeReport.

Back to Top

User Experience
This section describes the user experience of a customer who has not yet completed their
Home Energy Analysis, followed by how the user experiencemay vary.
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Back to Top

User Experience Variations
The user experience of the featuremay vary for customers and utilities depending on their
service types (gas, electricity, dual fuel, and so on), available data, costs, locale, and other
factors. For more information, see IntroductionModules description in the Oracle Utilities
Opower Energy EfficiencyCloud Service Overview and go to the User Experience
Variations section.

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.
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Configuration Option Input Value

Online Energy Assessment Name

The utilitymay select an alternative
name for the HomeEnergy Analysis.

Default: By default, Home Energy
Survey is used.

Optional

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

selecting a different name.

Header

The header varies by state. The utility
may select alternative headers for
each state.

Default:

n Not started: Start your Home
Energy Survey

n Incomplete: Complete your
Home Energy Suvey

n Recently completed: Congrats
to completing your HomeEnergy
Analysis survey

n Completed: Start your Home
Energy Survey

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

selecting different headers.

Explainer text

The explainer text may be configured
for each state.

Default: "

n Not attempted: You’re so close to
getting personalized tips for
energy savings andmore accurate
neighbor comparisons!

n Incomplete: For personalized tips
on energy savings andmore
accurate neighbor comparisons,

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

configuring the explainer text for each
state.
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Configuration Option Input Value

complete this quick survey.
n Recently

completed: Personalized tips and
accurate neighbor comparisons
are now at your fingertips.

n Completed: Update your Home
Energy Survey to get better tips
andmore accurate neighbor
comparisons.

Call to Action Button Text

TheQR codes call to actionmay be
configured by state.

Default:

n Not attempted: Start the survey
n Incomplete: Finish the survey
n Recently completed: View your

survey
n Completed: Update the survey

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

configuring the call to action button text.

Call to Action URL

The utilitymay configure the URL by
state

Default: utility.co/homesurvey

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

configuring the QR code by state.

Back to Top

Marketing Modules
Marketingmodules encourage customers to take advantage of utility-specific or Oracle
Utilities-specific products or programs. Themodules are selected from a library of content
that has been tested to optimize conversions and satisfaction. Small edits can bemade to the
text and visuals. For example, themodules can be customized to promote utility-specific
programs (such as a home audit), products or features, processes, rebates, calls to action
(URL, phone number, or both), andmore.
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Appears in: Promotion Report, ProgressReport, Limited IncomeReport, Annual Report,
Electric Vehicle Report

Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy EfficiencyCloud Service

Scale Not applicable.

Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing
Frequency

Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly.

Data Delivery
Frequency

Not applicable.

Data
Requirements

n Appliance detection and disaggregation with Digital Self Service -
EnergyManagement - HomeEnergy Analysis heating and cooling
disaggregation.

n Simple disaggregation with Digital Self Service - Energy
Management - HomeEnergy Analysis completion.

Data History n Appliance detection & disaggregation: A single bill from the
last bill period or previous to last bill period is required.

n Heating and cooling: Six bills are required non-AMI customers.
60 days of AMI reads are required for AMI customers .

Data
Coverage

Not applicable.
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Category Description

Supported
Fuels

Electric-only, gas-only, dual fuel.

Back to Top

Limitations

n Image and text placement: There are limitations on where images and text may be
placed in themodule depending onmodule type.

Back to Top

User Experience

Flexible Marketing Modules
The following image is an example of a flexible marketingmodule with a disaggregation
breakdown focus .
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The following image is an example of amarketingmodule with an electric vehicle focus.
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Limited Income Marketing Module
The following image is an example of a limited income-specific weatherizationmarketing
module included in the Limited IncomeReport.
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Community Marketing Module
The following image is an example of a CommunityMarketingMessagemodule included in
the Annual Report.

Configuration Options
The content within marketingmessages is customizable in coordination with Oracle Utilities
Opower. Depending on the purpose of themodule, youmay be required to provide
additional inputs. Talk to your Service DeliveryManager about selectingmarketingmodules
that support the report experience.

Neighbor Comparisons
Normative Comparisonmodules compare a customer against themselves (for example,
their past energy usage) or their neighbors. Thesemodules are designed tomotivate
customers to understand the underlying causes of the differences in each comparison and
subsequently reduce energy. Types of normative comparisons include:

n Three-bar Neighbor Comparison: The Three-bar Neighbor Comparison is designed to
motivate customers to save energy based on how they see themselves in relation to their
neighbors. It compares the customer (“You”) to two groups: “Efficient Homes” and
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“Similar Homes.” The results are displayed in a horizontal bar graph.
n Efficiency Zone: The Efficiency Zone is composed of a bar graph depicting the use of

the customer and similar homes relative to a green efficiency zone, paired with the key
insights or takeaways for the customer. If the customer's bar is at the green vertical
threshold line or to the left of it, within the light green box, they are considered "in the
efficiency zone." The Efficiency Zone threshold represents the average use of the 20th
percentile of similar homes during that bill period and will change with each report.

Note: Utilities have the option of including either the Efficiency Zone or the Three-bar
Neighbor Comparisonmodule in their report experience. It is recommended that
utilities with a savings-focus include a Three-bar Neighbor Comparison in their report
experience.

The design of themodules varies by the customer's report type and program design. Go to
the individualmodule page to learn about the details of eachmodule experience.

Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison
The Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison is designed tomotivate customers to save energy
based on how they see themselves in relation to their neighbors. It compares the customer
(“You”) to two groups: “Efficient Homes” and “Similar Homes.” The results are displayed in a
horizontal bar graph. A brief message indicates how the customer compares to efficient
homes in the area. An informational section below the bar graph explains that "Efficient
Homes" represent the 20% of similar homes in the customer's comparison group that used
the last amount of energy in the billing period and provides information about how the graph
works. An insight statement located below the Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison indicates
whether the customer falls in one of three states:

n Great
n Good
n Usingmore than average

The neighbor comparison in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement mirrors the
customer's report experience. For example, a customer that receives the Efficiency Zone in
their report will also see an Efficiency Zone in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement. For
more information about the web version of the neighbor comparison, see Digital Self Service
EnergyManagement Neighbor Comparison.

Appears in: ProgressReport, WelcomeReport, Limited IncomeReport, Annual Report,
Time of Use Report, Solar Report, Electric Vehicle Report
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Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy EfficiencyCloud Service

Scale Maximumof 300,000 a week.

Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing Frequency Monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly.

Data Delivery Frequency Monthly and bi-monthly.

Data Requirements Billing data and third-party data.

Data History A minimumof one historical bill.

Data Coverage No specific requirements.

Supported Fuels Electric, gas, and dual fuel.

Back to Top

Limitations

n Report Type: The behavior of thismodule varies by report type. See the User
Experience for more information.

Back to Top
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User Experience
This section describes the user experience for the Three-bar Neighbor ComparisonModule.
Themodule varies by report type, service type, and other factors. See the User Experience
Variations for additional information about each Three-bar Neighbor Comparison type.

Progress Three-bar Neighbor Compassion Graph

This image is an example of the Three-bar Neighbor Comparisonmodule included in the
ProgressReport, Welcome Report, Limited IncomeReport, Annual Report, Electric Vehicle
Report, and Time of Use Report.
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Solar Three-bar Neighbor Comparison

This image is an example of the Three-bar Neighbor Comparisonmodule included in the
Solar Report.
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Electric Vehicle Three-Bar Neighbor Comparison

This image is an example of the Three-bar Neighbor Comparisonmodule included in the
Electric Vehicle Report.
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User Experience Variations
The user experience of the featuremay vary for customers and utilities depending on their
service types (gas, electricity, dual fuel, and so on), available data, costs, locale, and other
factors. For more information, see Neighbor Comparisons description in the Oracle Utilities
Opower Energy EfficiencyCloud Service Overview and go to the User Experience
Variations section.

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Similar Homes Terminology

Default: "Similar Homes" terminology is the
default, but it can be replaced with "Neighbors"
terminology.

Optional

Indicate the desired terminology in the
Oracle UtilitiesOpower Platform
Configuration Guide.

Explainer Text

The text encouraging the customer tomodify
their Home Energy Analysis / Home Energy
Survey is configurable.

Default:

n Progress Three-Bar Neighbor
Comparison: Home Energy Survey.

n Solar Three-bar
Neighbor Comparison: Your Home
Profile

n Electric Vehicle Three-Bar Neighbor
Comparison: Home Energy Survey.

Optional

Select one of the following:

n Use the default text.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about altering the text.

Efficiency Zone
The Efficiency Zonemodule is designed tomotivate customers to save energy based on how
they see themselves in relation to similar homes. It reframes the Efficient Homes concept
from the Neighbor Comparison to improve customer satisfaction without heavily
compromising energy efficiency. Themodule is comprised of a bar graph that compares
customer and similar homes usage against an Efficiency Zone, and insights that place the
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customer's usage in context. Usage below or up to the threshold is considered in the
"efficiency zone." The Efficiency Zone threshold is the average use of themost efficient 20%
of similar homes during that bill period andmight change with each report.

Note: Utilities have the option to replace the Efficiency Zonemodule with the
Neighbor Comparisonmodule.

The normative comparison in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement mirrors the
customer's report experience. For example, a customer that receives the Efficiency Zone in
their report will also see an Efficiency Zone in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement. For
more information about the web version of the Efficiency Zone, see Digital Self Service
EnergyManagement Efficiency Zone.

Appears in: ProgressReport, WelcomeReport, Limited IncomeReport, Annual Report,
Time of Use Report

Design
This image shows an example of the Efficiency Zonemodule.
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Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Efficiency Zone Color

Changing the Efficiency Zone color is supported but strongly
discouraged. The Efficiency Zone color must match theGreat
color in the benchmark and insight colors.

Default: A green tinted rectangle

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the default
color.

n Change the
Efficiency Zone
color to light
gray.

You Bar Color

Colors in the graph canmatch the utility’s color palette. The You
bar color must contrast the other colors tomeet Accessibility
guidelines.

Default: The colors in the example represent the default colors.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the default
color.

n Contact your
Delivery Team
about
configuring this
label.

Similar Homes Label

The bar graph label can be changed. However, Oracle Utilities
strongly recommends using the default label.

Default: Similar Homes

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the default
label.

n Provide
alternate label:
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Configuration Option Input Value

Similar Homes Bar Color

Colors in the graph canmatch the utility’s color palette.

Default: The colors in the example represent the default colors.

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the default
color.

n Provide
alternate color.

Explainer Text

The text encouraging the customer tomodify their Home Energy
Analysis/HomeEnergy Survey is configurable.

Default: Go to the HomeEnergy Survey.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the default
text.

n Contact your
Delivery Team
about altering
the text.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

Fuel Type

Gas-only and dual fuel customers see a variation in the units of energy displayed in the
Efficiency Zonemodule. The electricity unit “kWh” is replaced by “therms” for gas-only
customers and “units” for dual fuel customers. Moreover, there is a variation in the wording of
the insight statement. The word "electricity" is replaced by "natural gas" for gas-only
customers, and "energy" for dual fuel customers.

Explainer Text

The explainer text varies depending on the available customer data.

n Full Data: If the customer has square footage, heating source, home type, and fuel type
data the text changes as follows: "To create this group, we look for 100 single-family
homes in your area with a similar heating source and square footage."
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n Home Size Data: If the customer has square footage, home type, and fuel type data,
the text changes as follows: "To create this group, we look for 100 single-family homes in
your area with a similar square footage."

n Minimum Data: If the customer has only home type and fuel type, the text changes as
follows: "To create this group, we look for 100 single-family homes in your area that we
can compare you with."

Substituting the Neighbor Comparison for the Efficiency Zone

Utilities have the option of including a version of the Neighbor Comparison in their report
instead of the Efficiency Zonemodule. See the Neighbor Comparison to learn about the
module limitations and requirements, and configuration options. A Neighbor Comparison will
also replace the Efficiency Zone in Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement. SeeOracle
UtilitiesOpower Digital Self Service - EnergyManagement Cloud Service Product Overview
for more information. Substituting the Neighbor Comparison for the Efficiency Zonemodule
does not impact the Benchmarkmodule.

Welcome Report - Legacy Customer, Limited Income Welcome Report - Legacy
Customer

The upper right corner of themodule includes a number that corresponds to the Efficiency
Zone highlight in theWelcomemodule.

Annual Report

The Efficiency Zone for the Annual report includes the following variations:

n Heading: The heading is, "How your use compares to others over the last [XX] months."
n Hero insight: The hero insight graph shows usage for the previous 12months (or

portion thereof) instead of the usual one or twomonth summary.

Personal Tracker
The Personal Tracker is an optionalmodule that provides customerswith up to one year's
comparison of their current year's usage to the previous year. It offers a range of data
scenarios, displaying usage information across as few as three bills or asmany as two full
years of bills. Themodule includes an evaluative statement that assesses the customer's
performance, a bar chart for visualization, seasonal helpers, and insights into why their
energy usemay have increased, decreased, or remained the same. The goal of themodule
is to provide customerswith important insights into their energy use in order to help them
make informed decisions about their consumption and improve their overall efficiency.

Appears in: ProgressReport
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Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Oracle UtilitiesOpower Energy EfficiencyCloud Service

Scale Not applicable.

Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing Frequency Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly.

Data Delivery Frequency Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly.

Data Requirements Not applicable.

Data History A minimumof one historical bill.

Data Coverage Not applicable.

Supported Fuels Progress Reports: Electric-only, gas-only, dual fuel.

Limitations

n Themodule can only be used in the ProgressReport.

Back to Top

User Experience
This section describes the user experience of an electric-only customer, followed by how the
user experiencemay vary.
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Header: The header informs the customer that themodule is a comparison of their current
energy use to the previous year.

Bar chart: The bar chart displays the customer's bills over time and provides a comparison to
previous energy use if enough data is available. The chart can accommodate different
reporting periods. By default it will compare the customer's energy usagemonth over month
going as far back as the beginning of the previous year. It also supports customers that have
bimonthly or quarterly bill periods.

n Unit of measurement: The unit of measurement varies by fuel type: kWh, Therms, and
units.

n Legend: The legend differentiates which bars on the chart are from the current and
previous year, and which bars are from the current bill and the same billing period from
the previous year.

n Seasonal Icons: Icons located above the chart place indicate the season in which the bill
occurred.

Insight: The insight located directly below the chart legend informs the customer if their
energy use has increased or decreased since the previous bill period..

Secondary Insight: The secondary insight of the Personal Tracker module provides
explanations for why their energy usemay have increased or decreased compared to the
previous billing period, particularly in relation to changes in temperature. Themodule uses
weather insights calculations to determineswhether the average temperature was higher or
lower between the current and comparison billing periods. Based on this calculation,
Personal Tracker provides suggestions as to why the customer's energy use increased or
decreased.

Back to Top

User Experience Variations
The user experience of the featuremay vary for customers and utilities depending on their
service types (gas, electricity, dual fuel, and so on), available data, costs, locale, and other
factors.

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Header Required
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Configuration Option Input Value

The header varies by fuel type and
available data. The utilitymay select
alternative headers.

Default: Your energy use compared
to last year

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

selecting different headers.

Bar Chart Colors

The bar chart colorsmaybe altered

Default: By default, the chart colors
match the utility branding.

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

changing the chart colors.

Primary Insight

The primary insight varies by fuel and
report type.

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

configuring the primary insight.

Secondary Insight

The primary insight varies byweather
data and report type.

Required

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

configuring the secondary insight.

Promotion Module
The Promotionmodule enables the utility to promote a program of their choice that is related
to the available disaggregation categories: heating, cooling, water heating, appliances,
lighting, and fridge. Themodule is designed to help the customer understand the cost and
benefits of taking advantage of the program. Oracle UtilitiesOpower works directly with the
utility to design the promotionmodule on the front of the report to be specific to the report
promotion.

Appears in: Promotion Report

Design
This image shows an example of themodule promoting a hot water heater.
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Configuration Options
Oracle UtilitiesOpower works directly with the utility to design the promotionmodule on the
front of the report to be specific to the report promotion. Themodule elements are
configurable. Talk to your Service DeliveryManager about configuring themodule.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending on their energy use, service types,
available data, costs, locale, and if the utility elects to promote an end use that is not the
customer's largest end use category.

Heating and Cooling Combined

The heating and cooling combinedmessagingmay include a feel-good or community type
messaging focused on personal benefits of acting as a behavioral science lever. For
example, the promotionmay talk about how installing a smart thermostat is a great way to
manage heating and cooling use without giving up comfort, and how to set thermostat
schedules from a smart phone. It may also includemessaging about the dollar savings a
customer can realize, and how their thermostat energy savings can equate to an impact on
greenhouse emissions.

Seasonal Breakout
The Seasonal Breakout module informs the customer what percentage of their energy use
the previous summer or winter went toward cooling or heating. The purpose of thismodule is
to highlight the how large a customer's heating or cooling costs can get and prepare them for
the seasonal insights and tips presented later in the report.

Appears in: Seasonal Breakout

Design
This image shows an example of themodule for a customer that receives the summer
Seasonal Report.
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Configuration Options
There are no supported configuration options for thismodule.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

Winter Seasonal Report

The winter seasonal report focuses on the impact that heating had on the customer's
previouswinter energy bills. The explainer text below the insight notes that the calculation
considers furnaces, boilers, baseboard heaters, and space heaters.

Back to Top

Seasonal Normative Comparison
The Seasonal Normative Comparisonmodule compares the customer's cooling or heating
energy use from the previous season compared to other homes. This comparisonmotivates
them to reduce cooling energy use during the upcoming extremeweather season.

Appears in: Seasonal Report

Design
This section describes the summer Seasonal Normative Comparison experience for a
customer whose program includes an Efficiency Zone.
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Configuration Options
There are no supported configuration options for thismodule.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

Winter Seasonal Variation

The winter version of the Seasonal Neighbor Comparison compares the customers heating
energy use from the previouswinter to other homes in order to motivate them to reduce
heating energy use during the upcoming winter. It varies from the summer version of the
report in the following ways:

n Normative Message Label: The label identifies the comparison season. For example,
"LastWinter."

n Insight: A state-dependent insight focused on heating use summarizes the information
in the bar chart. For example, "You usedmore on heating than homes in the Efficiency
Zone."
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Normative Comparison Type

The type of normative comparison used in thismodule is consistent with the comparison
graph used in the customer's ProgressReport. For example, customerswho receive a two-
bar Neighbor Comparison as part of their ProgressReport receive a two-bar Seasonal
Neighbor Comparison. "Efficient homes” is used for Neighbor Comparison recipients in the
insight, graph label, and explainer areas for each data state.

Insight Variations

Themodule insight varies depending on the graph state. The following table provides an
example of how themodule changes for a customer whose program includes an Efficiency
Zone.

Graph State Insight Explainer

Less than efficient
homes

You used less on [cooling/heating]
than homes in the Efficiency Zone

Homes in the
Efficiency Zone are the
20% of similar homes
that used the least
amount of energy from
[Date - Range].

More than efficient
homes

You usedmore on [cooling/heating]
than homes in the Efficiency Zone

Same as efficient
homes

Nice work! You used about the same
amount of energy on
[cooling/heating] as homes in the
Efficiency Zone

Back to Top

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Explainer

This text defines the season date range.

Default: Based on utility branding
guidelines

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team about

alternative text.
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Subject Line, Header, and Footer
The subject line and header are used to engage the customer and brand the communication.
The footer provides customerswith links tomanage preferences and unsubscribe from the
email channel. It also contains the utility address, necessary legal text, and optional app
download and social media links. The user experience varies by report type.

Appears in: All report types.

Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy Efficiency

Scale Not applicable.

Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing
Frequency

Not applicable.

Data Delivery
Frequency

Not applicable.

Data
Requirements

Not applicable

Data History Data History: For the Promotion Report Header, a minimumof six
bills is required for non-AMI customers, and aminimumof 60 days of
AMI reads is required for AMI customers.

Data
Coverage

Not applicable.
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Category Description

Supported
Fuels

Not applicable.

Back to Top

User Experience
This section describes the user experiences for the various report types.

Subject Line

The subject line is designed byOracle Utilities to engage customers. All subject lines include
a customer’s name, as our research has shown that including the customer's name results in
a higher open rate.

Progress Report: Utilities have the choice of using a standard default subject line each time "
[ first name, last name] Your HomeEnergyReport is here" or choosing a dynamic subject
lines that vary based on customer state.

Promotional Report: The subject line varies by disaggregation category. For example, it
may show the customer's name and ask how much they are spending on a disaggregation
category such as heating, cooling, or appliances.

Welcome Report: "[first name], check out your new HomeEnergyReport"

Limited Income Report: The subject line varies by report type.

n Limited Income Welcome Report: "[first name], check out your new HomeEnergy
Report"

n Limited Income Progress Report: Utilities have the choice of using a standard default
subject line each time "[ first name, last name] Your HomeEnergyReport is here" or
choosing dynamic subject lines that vary based on customer state.

Seasonal Report: The default subject line is designed to shift the customer's focus to
seasonal energy efficiency. "Hi [ first name, last name], see how much energy you used last
[winter/summer]"

Annual Report: The default subject line is designed to shift the customer's focus to their
energy use over the last calendar year. "[first name, last name], here’s your [YYYY] Energy
Lookback"

Time of Use Report: The default subject lines are designed to acknowledge the time of use
plan experience. The subject line varies by report type.
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n Time of Use Welcome Report: "[first name], check out the new HomeEnergyReport"
n Time of Use Progress Report: "[ first name, last name] Your HomeEnergyReport is

here"

Solar Report: The Solar Report includes a static subject line that emphasizes that the
customer is part of a solar report experience. The subject line varies by report type.

n Solar Welcome Report: "Hi [first name] your HomeEnergyReport for solar households
is here"

n Solar Progress Report: "Hi [first name], your HomeEnergyReport is here"

Electric Vehicle Report: Utilities have the choice of using a standard default subject line
each time "[ first name, last name] Your HomeEnergyReport is here."

Back to Top

Header
The report headers are distinct and appear at the top of each communication. The header of
the Promotion Report header highlights three end-uses in the customer's homewhere their
use is the highest or theymay benefit frommaking behavioral changes and taking advantage
of a utility-offered promotion. The rest of the reports provide colorful introductions to the
report.

Appears in: All report types.

ProgressReport
This image is an example of the header for the ProgressReport, Limited Income Progress
Report, and Time of Use ProgressReport.
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Promotion Report
This image is an example of the Promotion Report header.
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Welcome Report
This image is an example of theWelcomeReport, Limited IncomeWelcomeReport,
and Time of UseWelcomeReport header.

Seasonal Report
These images are examples of the Seasonal Report headers.
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Annual Report
This image is an example of the Annual Report header.
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Solar Report
This image is an example of the Solar Report header.
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Electric Vehicle Report
This image is an example of the Electric Vehicle Report header for an existing customer.
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Footer
The footer is included at the bottom of every report and includes components that provide
more context about the report, such as the utility's contact information and legal disclaimers.

This image is an example of the Footer module.
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User Experience Variations
The user experience of the featuremay vary for customers and utilities depending on their
service types (gas, electricity, dual fuel, and so on), available data, costs, locale, and other
factors. For more information, see IntroductionModules description in the Oracle Utilities
Opower Energy EfficiencyCloud Service Overview and go to the User Experience
Variations section.

Back to Top

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Utility Logo

TheRGB version of the utility logo as an .ai file.
Oracle UtilitiesOpower will configure the logos

Required

Provide the utility logo in the
Oracle UtilitiesOpower Platform
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Configuration Option Input Value

appropriately for the communication.

Example: UtilityCo_Logo_RGB.ai

Configuration Guide.

Email Subject Line (Not Depicted)

Clients can choose between a static (default) or
dynamic subject line in the ProgressReport. The
promotional report uses a disaggregation-based
subject line.

Default:

Progress Report: "[ first name, last name] Your
HomeEnergyReport is here"

Promotional Report: The subject line varies by
disaggregation category. Contact your Delivery
Team about subject line options.

Welcome Report: "[first name], check out your
new HomeEnergyReport"

Limited Income Report: The subject line varies
by report type:

n Limited Income Welcome Report:"[first
name], check out your new HomeEnergy
Report"

n Limited Income Progress Report: "[first
name, last name] Your HomeEnergyReport
is here"

Seasonal Report: "Hi [first name, last name],
see how much energy you used last
[winter/summer]".

Time of Use Report: The subject line varies by
report type:

n Time of Use Welcome Report: "[first
name], check out the new HomeEnergy

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about using a dynamic subject
line.
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Configuration Option Input Value

Report" alerts the customer to a new report
experience.

n Time of Use Progress Report: "[ first
name, last name] Your HomeEnergyReport
is here."

Annual Report: "[first name, last name], here’s
your [YYYY] Energy Lookback"

Solar Report: The subject line varies by report
type:

n Solar Welcome Report: "Hi [first name]
your HomeEnergyReport for solar
households is here"

n Solar Progress Report: "Hi [first name],
your HomeEnergyReport is here"

Electric Vehicle Report: Utilities have the
choice of using a standard default subject line
each time "[ first name, last name] Your Home
EnergyReport is here"

Preference Prompt

A link to the Energy EfficiencyWeb Portal page or
utility preferences page where a customer can
edit their report preferences.

Default: Manage Preferences

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default prompt.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about an alternative prompt.

Preference URL

Default: UtilityCo.com/preferences

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default URL.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about an alternative URL.
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Configuration Option Input Value

Unsubscribe Prompt

A link to a page where customers can
unsubscribe fromEmail Home EnergyReports
v3

Default: Unsubscribe

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default prompt.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about an alternative prompt.

Unsubscribe URL

Default: UtilityCo.com/unsubscribe

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default URL.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about an alternative URL.

Thermostat Adjustment
The Thermostat Adjustment module provides customerswith a recommended thermostat
adjustment for the season. It also includes an additional recommendation to purchase a
smart thermostat in order to automate seasonally appropriate savings on heating or cooling.

Appears in: Seasonal Report

Design
This image shows an example of the Thermostat Adjustment experience for a customer that
receives the summer Seasonal Report.
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Configuration Options

Configuration Option Input Value

Source

The recommended adjustment tells the customer
how they shouldmodify their thermostat as
recommended by a source.

Default: TheDepartment of Energy.

Optional

Select one of the following:

n Use the default text.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about altering the text.

Details

The details encourage the customer tomake
saving energy easier by purchasing a smart
thermostat so that they can automate their
thermostat adjustment.

Default:" Make it easier: Installing a smart

Optional

Select one of the following:

n Use the default text.
n Contact your Delivery Team

about altering the text.
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Configuration Option Input Value

thermostat lets you switch between home and
away temperature settings using your smartphone.
If you’re away at regular times during the week, you
can set your thermostat to adjust automatically
based on your schedule."

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

Winter Seasonal Report Thermostat Adjustment

The winter version of the Seasonal Report encourages customers to adjust their thermostat
setting to alignment with U.S. Department of Energy recommendations for the winter
season. The winter version varies from the summer version in several ways:

Module label: The label identifies the season applicable to the thermostat adjustment. For
example, "ThisWinter."

Header: The header encourages customers to adjust their thermostat when they go to bed
to save energy.

Image: An Illustration is paired with large number call out of degrees to lower the thermostat.

Back to Top

Time of Use 101
The Time of Use 101module educates customers about when electricity ismost expensive
based on their time of use rate plan. Themodule provides customerswith information such
as:

n Whether electricity prices differ on weekdays and weekends
n How muchmore expensive peak prices are than off-peak prices
n The hours during which electricity ismost expensive
n A visual time line that displays off-peak, partial-peak, and peak hours

Themodule serves the dual purpose of educating customers about their specific rate plan at
the specific time the report is generated and providing educational information about why
saving during peak is especially important. It includes a heading, weekday graph, weekend
graph, explainer, call-to-action, and seasonal details where applicable.
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Appears in: Time of Use Report

Design
This image shows an example of the Time of Use 101module for a customer with a single
weekday peak, no weekend peak hours, and a seasonal variation.

Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Heading

The heading tells the customer that they can save
money by using less energy during peak hours.

Default: "Savemoney by using less electricity during
[peak hours]"

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default labels.
n Contact your Delivery

Team about configuring
the heading.
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Configuration Option Input Value

Call to action

The call to action invites the customer to view their full
plan details and provides a link to the utility's rate plan
page.

Default: "View your full details of your rate plan."

Optional

Choose one of the following:

n Use the default labels.
n Contact your Delivery

Team about configuring
the call to action

Call to action URL

The call to action invites the customer to view their full
plan details and provides a link to the utility's rate plan
page.

Default: TheURL links to the utility's rate plan page.

Required

Contact your Delivery Team
to discussURL options.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending upon their service types, available
data, costs, and locale. Note that the following list indicates the primary user experience
variations, not all possible variations.

Timeline subheading

The timeline subheading text varies based on the customer's rate plan and the type of days
displayed in the sliding scale. The following table shows examples of the insight statement
variations for different rate plans and day scenarios.

Peak Type Peak Period Timeline subheading

Single Peak Daily Every day, electricity costsX from
[X am/pm] - [X am/pm].

Week day Onweekdays, electricity costs X
from [X am/pm] - [X am/pm].

Weekend Onweekends, electricity costs X
from [X am/pm] - [X am/pm].
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Double Peak Daily Every day, electricity costs X from
[X am/pm] - [X am/pm] and [X
am/pm] - [X am/pm].

Week day Onweekdays, electricity costs X
from [X am/pm] - [X am/pm] and [X
am/pm] - [X am/pm].

Weekend Onweekends, electricity costs X
from [X am/pm] - [X am/pm] and [X
am/pm] - [X am/pm].

No Peak Weekend - Same
All Day

Onweekends, there are no peak
hours.

Weekend -
Multiple Off-Peak
Rates

Tip Modules
Tipmodules present actionable energy savings tips for customers to follow. Tipmodule
designs vary by report type aswell as available customer and utility data.

Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy EfficiencyCloud Service

Scale There is no limit on the number of customers per utility.
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Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing Frequency Not applicable

Data Delivery Frequency Not applicable

Data Requirements AMI data, Appliance Detection and Disaggregation data.

Data History Not applicable

Data Coverage Not applicable

Supported Fuels Electric-only, gas-only, and dual fuel.

Back to Top

Limitations

User Experience
This section describes the user experience for tips in the different report types.

Progress Report Tips
Appears in: ProgressReport

The ProgressReport includes one or up to three tip modules that highlight personalized
aspects of the tip experience.

This image is an example of the progress report tip design.
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Back to Top

Promotion Report Tips
Appears in: Promotion Report

The Promotion Report tips use disaggregation data and/or HomeEnergy Analysis data to
provide customerswith low or no-cost alternative actions to the promotion. They include two
actions that relate to the customer's top end uses or the promotion use case.

This image is an example of a promotion report tip.
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Back to Top

Seasonal Report Tips
Appears in: Seasonal Report

The Seasonal Report tips provide customerswith two seasonally relevant tips to help them
lower their summer or winter energy use. The first tip is dedicated to saving on cooling or
heating and the second helps them save on another end use. Themodule also points
customers tomore tips on the web.

This image is an example of tips included in the summer version of the Seasonal Report.
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Back to Top

Welcome Report Tips
Appears in: Welcome Report

TheWelcomeReport includes up to three tip modules that highlight personalized aspects of
the tip experience.

This image is an example of theWelcomeReport tips design.
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Back to Top

Annual Report Tips
Appears in: Annual Report.

The Annual Report includes tips that are designed to help customers take stock of their
energy use from the past year, and to share new insights about their energy use in order to
inspire customers to take action to save energy.

Top tip: The first tip promotes an energy assessment program or includes a tip from the utility
tip library. Possible energy assessment program promotions include:

n In-person energy audit
n Utility’s virtual audit program
n Oracle UtilitiesOpower’s HomeEnergy Analysis

Second tip: The second tip includes an easy tip that the customer can act on right away to
save energy.

This image is an example of the Annual Report tips design for customers that receive a utility
virtual home energy assessment program tip and a generated tip in their report.
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Back to Top

Time of Use Report Tips
Appears in: Time of Use Reports

The Time of Use ProgressReport includes three rotating tip modules that highlight
personalized aspects of the tip experience that can help customers on time of use plans save
energy andmoney. Possible tip modules include:

n Disaggregation Tip Module: Provides the customer with one or two AMI context tips
focused on general energy efficiency.

n Large Appliance Tip Module: Highlights four large appliances that typically consume a
lot of electricity when run, and provides a link to where customers can learnmore about
saving energy.

n Two Tip Module: Provides the customer with a peak-savings tip and an anytime-
savings tip.

Back to Top

Disaggregation TipModule

The disaggregation tip includes one or two AMI context tips focused on general energy
efficiency. The tips shown are determined by the customer's top energy use category.

This image is an example a disaggregation tip module containing two tips:
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Back to Top

Large Appliance Tip Module

The Large Appliance tip highlights four large appliances that typically consume a lot of
electricity when run, and provides a link to where customers can learnmore about saving
energy. Themodule is designed to help educate customers on TOU rate plans about the
types of appliances that they should try to avoid during peak hours when electricity is highest
in demand. Themodule has two, season-specific states:

n Hot Weather: The hot weather state includes the spring and summer seasons.
n Cold Weather: The cold weather state includes the fall and winter seasons.

These images are examples of the Large Appliance Tip design for hot and cold weather.

Hot Weather Cold Weather

Back to Top

Two Tip Module

The two tip provides the customer with a peak-savings tip and an anytime-savings tip. The
peak tip is identified as such so that the customer knowswhen to act on that tip. The general
energy-efficiency tip leverages tip targeting to provide the customer with themost relevant tip
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from any end use category. Themodule includes a tip cost label that shows the general level
of financial effort involved in following a tip to help the customer focus on their rate plan as a
signal for if and when to act on a tip.

This image is an example of the two tip module.

Back to Top

Limited Income Report Tips
Appears in: Limited IncomeReport

The Limited IncomeReport includes one or up to three tip modules that highlight
personalized aspects of the tip experience.

This image is an example of the Progress Report tips design.
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Back to Top

Paired Tips
Appears in:Limited IncomeReport, Electric Vehicle Report

The Paired Tipsmodule use disaggregation data and/or HomeEnergy Analysis data to
provide customerswith a tip related to the energy use highlighted in theWhat UsesMost
module.

Note: Paired tipsmust be combined with theWhat UsesMost module.

This image is an example of an air leak tip selected to pair with a top energy use highlighted
in theWhat UsesMost module.
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Back to Top

Solar Report Tips
Appears in: Solar Report

The Solar Report includes one or up to three tip modules that highlight personalized aspects
of the tip experience. Recipients of the Solar Report are eligible to receive solar tips in
addition to the standard tips used in other report types.

This image is an example of the Solar Report tips design for amodule that includes three
tips.
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Back to Top

User Experience Variations
The user experience of the featuremay vary for customers and utilities depending on their
service types (gas, electricity, dual fuel, and so on), available data, costs, locale, and other
factors. For more information, see IntroductionModules description in the Energy Efficiency
Cloud ServicesOverview Guide and go to the User Experience Variations section.

Limited Income Report Tips
AMI and Appliance Detection and Disaggregation

If the utility has AMI and appliance detection and disaggregation data, the tip is related to the
customer’s highest disaggregated end use energy category. For example, if the customer
spends themost energy on heating, the tip will be focused on heating.

Completed Home Energy Analysis

If the customer completed their Home Energy Analysis in the past and there is existing
survey data, the tip copy indicates that the tips are personalized based on the results of the
customer's survey.

Back to Top

Progress Report Tips
AMI and Appliance Detection and Disaggregation

If the utility has AMI and appliance detection and disaggregation data, the tip is related to the
customer’s highest disaggregated end use energy category. For example, if the customer
spends themost energy on heating, the tip will be focused on heating.

Completed Home Energy Analysis

If the customer completed their Home Energy Analysis in the past and there is existing
survey data, the tip copy indicates that the tips are personalized based on the results of the
customer's survey.

Back to Top

Promotion Report Tips
Utility selects one end use

Tips are displayed for the top two end uses (excluding the promotion end use).

Utility selects heating and cooling combined

Tips provide free and low-cost ways to save for heating and cooling as an alternative to the
promotion on the front, which is likely a larger investment.
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Seasonal Report Tips
Contexts

Context helps the customer understand why specific tips have been selected for them. All
contexts are shown randomly, with the exception of the "recent HomeEnergy Analysis
completion context" which is always shown if a customer has completed HomeEnergy
Analysis since their last report was generated. The context statement that appears for a
customer varies as follows:

n AMI customerswho have completed HomeEnergy Analysis can receive any context.
n AMI customerswho have not completed HomeEnergy Analysis can receive the AMI

context or the cost category/no information context.
n Non-AMI customerswho have completed HomeEnergy Analysis can receive both

HomeEnergy Analysis contexts and the cost category/no information context.
n Non-AMI customerswho have not completed HomeEnergy Analysis can only receive

the cost category/no information context.

Winter Experience Variation

The tipsmodule for the winter Seasonal Report provides customerswith two seasonally
relevant tips to help them lower their winter energy use. The first tip helps them save on
heating and the second tip helps them save on another targeted end use. Themodule also
points customers tomore tips on the web, ideally to a winter tip guide when available, so that
they can learnmore.

Back to Top

Welcome Report Tips
AMI and Appliance Detection and Disaggregation

If the utility has AMI and appliance detection and disaggregation data, the tip is related to the
customer’s highest disaggregated end use energy category. For example, if the customer
spends themost energy on heating, the tip will be focused on heating.

Completed Home Energy Analysis

If the customer completed their Home Energy Analysis in the past and there is existing
survey data, the tip copy indicates that the tips are personalized based on the results of the
customer's survey.

Welcome Report - Legacy Customer, Limited Income Report - Legacy Customer

The upper right corner of themodule includes a number that corresponds to the "Better tips
and insights" highlight in theWelcomemodule.
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Annual Report Tips
In-home Utility Home Energy Analysis

If the utility elects to run an in-homeHomeEnergy Analysis program, the top tip encourages
the customer to schedule their in-home home energy analysis appointment.

Oracle Utilities Opower Home Energy Analysis

If the utility elects to use theOracle UtilitiesOpower HomeEnergy Analysis, the top tip
encourages the customer to complete their Home Energy Analysis to improve their tip
experience.

Two Tip Library Tips

If the utility elects to omit and home energy analysis program tip from the report, both tips are
pulled from the utility's tip library.

Back to Top

Time of Use Report Tips
There are no supported user experience variations.

Back to Top

Paired Tips
There are no supported user experience variations.

Back to Top

Solar Report Tips
AMI and Appliance Detection and Disaggregation

Solar customers are not eligible for AMI tip context.

Completed Home Energy Analysis

If the customer completed their Home Energy Analysis in the past and there is existing
survey data, the tip copy indicates that the tips are personalized based on the results of the
customer's survey.

Back to Top

Annual Report Tips
In-home Utility Home Energy Analysis
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If the utility elects to run an in-homeHomeEnergy Analysis program, the top tip encourages
the customer to schedule their in-home home energy analysis appointment.

Oracle Utilities Opower Home Energy Analysis

If the utility elects to use theOracle UtilitiesOpower HomeEnergy Analysis, the top tip
encourages the customer to complete their Home Energy Analysis to improve their tip
experience.

Two Tip Library Tips

If the utility elects to omit and home energy analysis program tip from the report, both tips are
pulled from the utility's tip library.

Back to Top

Configuration Options
The content within the progress report tip is customizable in coordination with Oracle
UtilitiesOpower. Depending on the purpose of themodule, Oracle UtilitiesOpower may
require additional inputs from you. Contact your Delivery Team about selecting tips that
support the report experience.

Back to Top

Welcome
TheWelcomemodule introduces new and existing customers to the Email Home Energy
Report v3 experience. The report is designed tomeet the needs of new and legacy
customers:

Legacy customers: Customers that have received earlier versions of the reports in the past
are considered legacy customers. The welcomemodule for legacy customers acknowledges
how the report has changed.

New customers: Customers that have never received an Email Home EnergyReport v3 are
considered new customers. The welcomemodule introduces new customers to the report
insights.

Appears in: WelcomeReport, Limited IncomeReport, Time of Use Report, Solar Report

Design
This image shows an example of theWelcomemodule for a new customer in theWelcome
Report.
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Configuration Options
For each element listed in the table, indicate the desired configuration in the Input Value
column. If you do not provide an input for optional configurations, the default will be used.

Configuration Option Input Value

Heading

Default:

n New Customer: "Why are you receiving this?"
n Legacy Customers: "What's new in your report?"
n Solar Customers: "Why are you receiving this?"

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
heading.

Introduction Text Optional
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The introduction text only appears in welcomemodules sent to
new customers.

Welcome Report Default - New Customers: "These reports
can help you save energy, which can lower your bill and help us
deliver cleaner, more reliable energy to everyone. Here's what to
expect:"

Limited Income Welcome Report Default - New Customers:
"These reports are designed to help you save energy andmoney,
so your energy bill can be one less thing to worry about. Here’s
what to expect:"

Time of Use Welcome Report Default - New Customers:
"These reports provide insights about your energy use, so you can
savemore on your bill andmake themost of your Time-of-Use
(TOU) plan. Here’s what to expect:"

Solar Report Default: "These reports can help you save energy,
which can lower your bill and help us deliver cleaner, more reliable
energy to everyone. Here’s what to expect:"

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
text.

Welcome Report Highlights Subheadings and Text - New
Customers

Default:

n Energy use insights
You can learn about your energy use and get helpful context
to determine how you're doing.

n Personalized ways to save
You'll get helpful tips and personalized expert advice chosen
specifically for your home.

n Timely, tailored advice
You'll also get seasonal advice and special savings
opportunities in future reports.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
subheadings
and text.

Welcome Report Highlights Subheading and Text - Legacy
CustomersOnly

Optional

Choose one of the
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Default:

n Energy use at a glance
A quick summary to let you know how you're doing.

n The Efficiency Zone
This new graph shows a different view of your energy use,
and how you stack up.

n Better tips and insights
Your reports are now more tailored to your home, making it
easier to manage your energy use.

following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
text.

Limited Income Welcome Report Highlights Subheadings
and Text- New Customers

Default:

n Energy use insights
You can learn about your energy use and get helpful context
to determine how you’re doing.

n Personalized ways to save
You'll get helpful tips and personalized expert advice chosen
specifically for your home.

n Savings and assistance programs
You’ll learn about energy efficiency programs that can help
you save, aswell as assistance programs youmay qualify for.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
text.

Limited Income Welcome Report Highlights Subheading
and Text- Legacy CustomersOnly

Default:

n Energy use at a glance
A quick summary to let you know how you're doing.

n The Efficiency Zone
This new graph shows a different view of your energy use,
and how you stack up.

n Better tips and insights

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
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Your report now gives a closer look at your home’s energy
use, so you know where you have the biggest potential to
save.

text.

Time of Use Report Highlights Subheading and Text-
Legacy CustomersOnly

Default:

n Energy use at a glance
A quick summary to let you know how you're doing.

n The Efficiency Zone
This new graph shows a different view of your energy use,
and how you stack up.

n Better tips and insights
Your report now more tailored to your home, and will include
ways to save during peak hours.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
text.

Time of Use Report Highlights Subheadings and Text- New
Customers
Default:

n Energy use insights
You can learn about your energy use and get helpful context
to determine how you’re doing.

n Personalized ways to save
You'll get helpful tips and personalized expert advice chosen
specifically for your home.

n Savings and assistance programs
You’ll also get seasonal advice and special savings
opportunities in future reports.

Optional

Choose one of the
following:

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
text.

Solar Report Highlights Subheadings and Text- All
Customers
Default:

n Energy use insights

Optional

Choose one of the
following:
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You can learn about your net energy, and get helpful context
for how you're doing compared to other solar households.

n Personalized ways to save
You'll get helpful tips and personalized expert advice chosen
specifically for your home.

n Timely, tailored advice
You’ll also get seasonal advice and special savings
opportunities in future reports.

n Use the
default.

n Contact your
Delivery
Team about
altering the
text.

User Experience Variations
The user experience varies for customers depending on whether they are new or legacy
customers, the type of report they receive, and the normative comparison type included in
their email.

Welcome Report - Legacy Customers

TheWelcomemodule in theWelcomeReport varies for legacy customers in the following
ways:

n Heading: The heading draws the customer's attention to what has changed in their
report.

n Introduction text: Not applicable.
n Welcome highlights: The welcome highlights list how the report changes improve their

report experience to help them save energy and lower their bills. The number next to
each highlight corresponds to the relatedmodule: 
1. Energy use at a glance: This highlight refers to the EfficiencyUse Benchmark.

2. The Efficiency Zone: This highlight refers to the Efficiency Zone.

3. Better tips and insights: This highlight refers to the tip modules.

Limited Income Welcome Report - New Customers

Themodule language acknowledges aspects of the report experience that are beneficial to
limited-income customers, while primarily focusing on energy efficiency and introducing the
report.

Themodule varies for new limited income customers in the following ways:

n Introduction text: The introduction text frames the report as a tool to educate and reduce
stress about the customer's energy bills.
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n Welcome highlights: The welcome highlights list how the report changes improve their
report experience to help them save energy and lower their bills:
1. Energy use insights: This highlight refers to the EnergyUse Benchmark.

2. Personalized ways to save: This highlight refers to the Efficiency Zone or Neighbor
Comparison.

3. Savings and assistance programs: This highlight refers to the tipsmodule with
special focus on savings and assistance programs for limited income customers.

Limited Income Welcome Report - Legacy Customers

Themodule varies for legacy limited income customers in the following way:

n Introduction text: Not applicable.
n Welcome highlights: The welcome highlights list how the report changes improve their

report experience to help them save energy and lower their bills.
1. Energy use insights: This highlight refers to the EnergyUse Benchmark.

2. Personalized ways to save: This highlight refers to the Efficiency Zone or Neighbor
Comparison.

3. Better tips and insights: This highlight refers to the tipsmoduleswith special focus
on potential savings.

Time of Use Welcome Report - Legacy Customer

Thismodule varies for legacy customers on a time of use plan in the following ways:

n Introduction text: Not applicable.
n Welcome highlights: The Time of Use Report welcome highlights for legacy customers

include:
1. Energy use insights: This highlight refers to the EnergyUse Benchmark.

2. Personalized ways to save: This highlight refers to the Efficiency Zone or Neighbor
Comparison.

3. Better tips and insights: This highlight refers to the Time of Use 101module.

Time of Use Welcome Report - New Customer

Thismodule varies for new customers on a time of use plan in the following ways:

n Introduction text: The introduction text explains that the purpose of the report is to help
them save energy, which can lower their bill.

n Welcome highlights: The Time of Use Report welcome highlights for new customers
include:
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1. Energy use insights: This highlight refers to the EnergyUse Benchmark.

2. Personalized ways to save: This highlight refers to the Efficiency Zone or Neighbor
Comparison.

3. Timely, tailored advice: This highlight refers to the Time of Use 101module.

Solar Report - All Customers

All solar customers, regardless of new customer or legacy customer type, receive the same
Welcomemodule in their first report. Themodule varies for solar customers in several ways:

n Introduction text:The introduction text explains that the purpose of the report is to help
them save energy, which can lower their bill.

n Welcome highlights: The Time of Use Report welcome highlights for new customers
include:
1. Energy use insights: This highlight refers to the EnergyUse Benchmark. 
2. Personalized ways to save: This highlight refers to the Neighbor Comparison.
3. Timely, tailored advice: This highlight refers to the solar tips.

Back to Top

What Uses Most
TheWhat UsesMost module educates customers about the top five energy uses in their
home for the report period. One of the customer's top five energy uses is highlighted at the
top of themodule. The highlighted usage category heading varies depending on the
highlighted category andmodule state (highest energy use, second highest energy use,
most above regional average). It is immediately followed by the Paired Tipmodule, which
provides a related energy-saving tip.

Note: While thismodule was designed for the limited-income customer experience, it
can be used for other audience segments aswell. Contact your Delivery Team to
discussmodule options.

Appears in: Limited IncomeReport, Electric Vehicle Report
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Requirements

Utility Requirements

Category Description

Required Cloud Service Energy EfficiencyCloud Service

Scale Not applicable.

Customer Requirements

Category Description

Billing
Frequency

Monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly

Data Delivery
Frequency

Not applicable.

Data
Requirements

n Minimum: Weather data and at least six historical bills.
n Appliance Detection and Disaggregation: Appliance

detection and disaggregation, heating and cooling disaggregation
and/or simple disaggregation with HomeEnergy Analysis
completion.

n AMI Requirements: There are additional AMI data requirements
to show advanced insights such as an appliance-level breakdown.
Generally speaking, this requires about a years' worth of AMI data
at hourly or sub-hourly resolutions.

Data History A minimumof six bills is required for Non-AMI customers. A minimum
of 60 days of AMI reads for AMI customers.

Data
Coverage

Not applicable.

Supported
Fuels

Electric-only, gas-only, dual fuel
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Back to Top

Limitations
Report Type: Thismodule is available for the Limited IncomeReport, and Electric Vehicle
Report by default, but may be included in other report experiences. Contact your Delivery
Team for more information.

Back to Top

User Experience
This section describes the user experience for theWhat UsesMost module. Themodule
varies by usage factors. See the User Experience Variations for additional information.

This image is an example of themodule for a customer with water heating as the highest
energy use in the billing period.
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User Experience Variations
The user experience of the featuremay vary for customers and utilities depending on their
service types (gas, electricity, dual fuel, and so on), available data, costs, locale, and other
factors. For more information, see IntroductionModules description in the Oracle Utilities
Opower Energy EfficiencyCloud Service Overview and go to the User Experience
Variations section.

Back to Top

Configuration Options
There are no supported configuration options for thismodule.

Delivery
Oracle Utilities coordinateswith a third-party email platform to send Email Home Energy
Reports. This platform providesOracle Utilities with information on send, bounces, opens,
opt-outs, unsubscribes, and click-throughs. Oracle Utilities does not track the web behavior
of a customer after they have clicked on a link in the Email Home EnergyReport.

For programs that include both email and paper reports, [Email Home EnergyReports are
usually generated during the sameweek as the corresponding paper [HomeEnergy
Reports are generated.

Content is delivered directly in the email message with no attachments. Thismakes it more
convenient for customers to quickly view the information, and it makes the emails less likely
to be blocked by spam filters.

Delivery Cadence
Oracle Utilities supports the following delivery frequencies for Email Home EnergyReport
programs: monthly, bi-monthly, and quarterly. Because the reports are generated from data
from the latest utility bill for each customer, the delivery cadence will depend on each
customer's billing dates and the program design specified in your statement of work.

Delivery Options
For programs that include both email and paper reports, Email Home EnergyReports are
usually generated during the sameweek as the corresponding HomeEnergyReports. Email
Home EnergyReports are typically sent on Friday afternoons so that customerswill have
time to review the reports over the weekend. However, deliverymay be configured for days
other than Friday. Ask your Service DeliveryManager which delivery options are best suited
to your program.
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Next Steps
After completing all required inputs in this guide, complete the following next steps.

1. Complete any other product-specific configuration guides provided to you by your
Service DeliveryManager.

2. Submit all configuration guides and required documents to your Service Delivery
Manager as an email attachment. Be sure to include the following:
n TheOracle UtilitiesOpower PlatformConfiguration Guide
n Utility branding guidelines

3. Update the Version table of this guide with your name, the date, and a descriptive
comment. See "Version" on page 124.

Note: Once submitted to Oracle Utilities, all utility inputs recorded in the configuration
guides are final and cannot bemodified. Ensure that all configuration inputs are
accurate before submitting them.
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Version
The table below is used to track the version of this document. Comments in the table indicate
the latest state of the document. For example, the utility could comment "Sent draft to Oracle
Utilities" or "Final Sign-off" when the completed version of this document is returned to the
Service DeliveryManager for product configuration. Fill out the next row in the table with
your name, today’s date, and a comment.

Name Date Comment
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Contacting Your Delivery Team
Your Oracle Utilities Delivery Team is the group responsible for setting up, configuring,
launching, or expanding your Oracle UtilitiesOpower program. Contact your Delivery Team
if you have any questions about your program products and implementation.

To contact your Delivery Team:

1. Log in to Inside Opower (https://inside.opower.com). This is your portal for questions
and information related to your program.

2. Go to the Community tab to see who is on your Delivery Team.
3. Contact any of the teammembers using the information provided.

If you need to report an issue or get technical support, contact MyOracle Support.
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